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"Besides the beguiling story, the affable illustrations of the smiling Gloria, the accidental mayhem in

the background, and the myriad safety tips -- such as 'always pull the toothpick out of your

sandwhich' and 'never lick a stop sign in the winter' -- add to the enjoyment. A glorious picture

book." -- The Horn Book"Rathmann is a quick rising star in the world of chidren's books. In this

book, she again shows her flair for creating real characters, dramatic situations and for knowing

what will make young audiences giggle and think." -- Children's Book Review Magazine"Rathman

brings a lighter-than-air comic touch to this outstanding, solid-as-a-brick picture book." -- Publisher's

Weekly"A five-star performance." -- School Library Journal
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Officer Buckle is a roly-poly bloke, dedicated to teaching schoolchildren important safety tips, such

as never put anything in your ear and never stand on a swivel chair. The problem is, Officer

Buckle's school assemblies are dull, dull, dull, and the children of Napville just sleep, sleep, sleep.

That is, until Gloria the police dog is invited along! Stealthily pantomiming each safety tip behind

Officer Buckle's back, Gloria wins the children's hearts. Meanwhile Officer Buckle assumes the

cheers and laughter are all for him. As the master comedian Jerry Lewis once explained, every



slapstick artist needs a straight man! Children will be highly entertained by the laugh-out-loud,

adorable illustrations in this 1996 Caldecott Medal winner, while learning the value of teamwork and

a pawful of nifty safety tips. (Ages 4 to 8) --Gail Hudson

Rathmann (Good Night, Gorilla) brings a lighter-than-air comic touch to this outstanding,

solid-as-a-brick picture book. Officer Buckle, a mustachioed policeman who wears a

crossed-out-banana-peel patch on his sleeve, has a passion for teaching students about safety, but

his audiences tend to doze off during his lectures. They awaken, however, when police dog Gloria

joins Buckle onstage. As Buckle speaks, Gloria-behind Buckle's back-mimes each safety lesson

(e.g., leaping sky-high for "Never leave a thumbtack where you might sit on it!" and making her fur

stand on end to illustrate "Do not go swimming during electrical storms!"). School safety increases

tenfold and Buckle and Gloria find themselves in great demand. But when he finally learns of his

sidekick's secret sideshow, Buckle's feelings are terribly hurt. Rathmann's high-voltage cartoons,

outlined in black ink for punchy contrast, capture her characters' every feeling, from Gloria's hammy

glee and Buckle's surprised satisfaction to Gloria's shame at having tricked her partner. In a sound

and sensitive conclusion, Gloria's disastrous attempt to go solo inspires Buckle's "best safety tip

yet": "Always stick with your buddy!" As a bonus, equally sage sayings decorate the volume's

endpapers. Ages 4-8. Copyright 1995 Reed Business Information, Inc.

A+

good

Not only were my kids willing to read this for school, they learned a number of safety lessons. And

unlike other Caldecott medal books they were assigned, this one they actually reread because it

was funny.

Great book. Great illustrations!

Absolutely perfect!

This is such an awesome and really great book! I love it! Definitely worth it to give it a read.



Love this book and so do the kids. Funny story and good illustrations. My 4 year old gets it but I did

have to do a little explaining. Maybe better for 5 and up.

Wonderful story about Officer Buckle and Glory teaching kids how to be safe. Very cute.
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